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By Tom· Kensler
. A compromise proposal for
bicycle regulations and bike paths
was presented to the campJ.JS
. subcommittee on parking by
Director· of Police and Parking
Services Berr.Y Cox Thur~day afternoon.
,
The, presentation fbllowed the
submission of a petition, with 1388
sililnatures, to UNM for the· en~
couragement <?f bicycle ridership;
and the elimination of the
University's "policy of harassing"
. bicyclists.
·
· ·
The · police ~ecommendations
were formulat~d from data
collected during ·the three-week
"survey and· educational effort
addressed .to tbe University Bike:
riding community," _ Cox said.
During the "survey," 522 written
and verbal war11ings wer.C:: issued for
'bicycle-related violations. One $5
administration fee was charged
during the period;
Two weeks ago, the cainpus
police had begun a crackdown on .
cyclists who did not abide by the
rules. Police had also asked cyclists
tc walk their bicycles on the mall
and on sidewalks.
The recommendations are as
follows:

..

t;;..H

Bike Rule· Plan-~Presented
west of.CoronadoHall.
-All bike routes would be five
. feet wide, and defin~d by ap•.l)?ropriate painted markings .
,.~·~· · -:.Two-way traffic would apply
Within all bike routes, with
_pedestrians always having the rightof-way.
-Skateboards would be banned
from use on wheelchair ramps at all
times, and would not be permitted
on the mall between lO a.m. and
4:30p.m.
-Two or. three additional sites .
for guarded bike compounds would
. be selected.
·
-Additional bike racks should
be obtained and located in the highuse areas.
Cox stressed the need for the
coordination of the different modes
of travel on campus. "We
recognize the needs of the
• The dark_ lines $how the·proposed·bike routes
the UNM campus.
bicyclists; but also that .of the
.
'
.
..
"
'
..:.;.Bike-riders would not be'
(2). From the Anthropology Engineering, around the Physics handicapped, pedestrians, · and
permitted on sidewalks adjacenrto building, following the Mall, along · Lab. and Lecture Hall, to the motor vehicle operators," he said.
streets,
the south. side of the duck pond, to Biology Annex.
Both th'e petition, sponsored by
-~BiRes would not be permitted the north end of the 200 block of · (5) From a point southwest of the Photo Services Manager R. P.
on the mall between 10 a.m. and Cornell NE. ·
Bookstore, along the sidewalk on Meleski and Geology Professor
4:30p.m., Monday through Friday. . (3) From starting point south of the south side of University Alpert Kudo, and the police
-Bike routes would: be the Anthropology building, along College, to the northwest corner of "recommendations will be reviewed
the mall, to the north end of the 200 Johnson Gym.
established in the following areas:
by the parking subcommittee, and
(I) Across the. mall from the 200 block of Temice NE.
·
(6) From the SW co'n1er of the their comments will' be presented to
to 500 block of Yale1 NE,
(4) Fr?m the NE corner of Ferris old tennis courts east to a ooint the Campus Planning CommitteC1
I
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Ne\N Mexico

uov. Jerry Apodaca is
scheduled to appear on the
NBC Today ·show Monday,
Feb. 28.
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Friday, February 25, 1977
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Advocates Going to Court

.
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Lujan StraddleS: HEW lssu.e
..
~

By Robert R. Lee
New
Mexico'
Republican
Congressman Manuel Lujan said
·Wednes.clay that he thinks the Dept.
.of Health, Education a,nd Welfare
should "go to court'' to obtain
student records from UNM, rather
than threaten to withhold federal
funds from the University as a

Police Arrest
Custodian
For U. Thefts

!
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means ()f obtaining information.
The HEW is investigating a
charge of racial discrimination
against a UNM professor.
tujim · said, "Certainly if
someone is being discriminated'
against h~ has the right to go and
seek redress wherever he can. lf ·a
charge of discrimination is made
against someone, · then· of course
somebody ought to investigate it. I
don't like the withholding-of-funds
_approach, though; let them (}{EW)
go to court to get what they want. I
find that (withholding funds) very
distasteful." ·
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Mystery Lady
Predicts..Quake

<,

MILAN, Italy (UPI)-No one'
•• se~.QJS, to haye, seen, her.'at. first

harid, but thousands · of
Milanese have talked to
someone who talked to someone
who has seen her.
And that's bad news. Because
'''she" is a little old lady who has
a habit of. hitching rides arid
then disappearing after telling
drivers that an earthquake is
going to wipe out part or all of
Milan this Sunday.
According to some reports,
the little old lady also has an unnerving trick of leaving behind a
certificate that says she has been
dead for 10 years.
Reports .<tbout the mystery
woman, which have been cir-·
culating quietly in Milan for the
past couple· of weeks, found
their way into print in Italy's
major newspapers Thursday,
simultaneously with astroJogers'
reports that the planets Uranus,
Saturn and Mars were in !'bad
aspeCt" to each o~h7.r :.
_.

Manuel Lujan
By Steve Nolan
freedom doesn't give the professor Tuesday that Domenici "has no
A UNM custodian was arrested
'Wednesday afternoon· at his
Lujan said, however, that, "on the right to discriminate. ~But I comment on it (the investigation) .
residence by UNM detectives for the other hand, how are they .think it's· more a matter for the He is aware of it, he understands it
allegedly stealing $1,416 ~ of ·(~EW) going to prove or disprove courts to decide." .
is now a source of litigation and he
property from qrtegal Hall and the. discrimfnation if they can't.'
Steve Bell, Sen. Pete Domenici's feels it would be inappropriate to
Humanities Building during the last examine 'the records? Academic (R-N.M.) press secretary, s~d comment on it at this time."
tl1ree months; Inspector Robert
Raymond of the' UNM Police
Department said.
.
Kirt Dixon, 22, 4664\/z Isleta
SW, was arraigned in District Court
· yesterday and charged- with· one
count of Grand Larceny. Bond was
set at $2,500. He was released ·on
By Ruth S. lntress
reorganization ·won't be completed in.
bond later in the day.
SANTA FE-..Gov.)erry Apodaca, in
this session, but if we have to meet all
-Inspector Raymond said . that a P.ress conference ·yesterday, anyear we will,'' the governor said.
after a joint investigation with the nl:>un.ce.d>.... two,,. 'departmental apWilliam Anderson of Albuquer.que, Albuquerque Police Department pointments and strongly insinuated that
deputy secretary of the Department of
into recent~ thefts at campus a spedal session of the legislature could ~Hospitals and Institutions (DHI), has
·buildings, a warrant was obtained be called if hi's reorganization package
been named as Employment Security ·
to seatc'h Dixon '·s restdence. doesn't pass in the 60-day session.•
Commission Chairman by Apodaca. He
Raymond said that a pocket
Apodaca expressed optimism about
rej)laces Rudy Ortiz who resigned earii_er
calculator, which had been reported the reorganization of the executive
this month ..
stolen frohl ttie Humanities branch as outlined.by House Bil14.
Anderson will be replaced by Dr.
building on Dec. 14; was recovered
"I've been very positive from the
~
George
Goldstein; presently director of
· beginning about the reorganization: It is
at the residence.
programs
and planning for the DHI.
Four typewriters and a tape easy to pass legislation when you're
The appointments will become effective
recorder, which Dixon was also . right," he said. ''House· Bill ·4,"
Mar. 21.
alleged to have stolen, were Apodaca said, ''is the umbrella of the
recovered by the APD, Raymond reorganization package. Essentially, if
Anderson· joined the DIU in May
s~d.
.
•
.
. .the senate adopts that, then they are
1975 as assistant secretary under Bill
Raymond also said that all the ·adopting the principle.''
~iron, former DHI director. As deputy
Apodaca hinted that the legislature . d1rector, Anderson oversees budget ana
property was reported to have been
stolen in the evening during Dixon's may have to go into special session in
institutions and community based
w6J;"king hours.
· order to complete the reorganization. PT~gt~s in drug abuse, alcoholism,
-~
.
No other details of the in• plan.
genatncs,.. hlental heaith and mental
G·ov. Jerry Apodaca
"
I
don't
antidpate
that
retardation.
\lestigation were released.
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Apodaca Hints at Special Session
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Secrecy Loss
Carter
Shocks
WASHINGTON

I'Chere IS • differencem
PREPARE FOR:

~-~-~
LSAT • GRE • GMAT
OCAT • VAT • CPAT
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of te_st~
ing know-how th~t enables us to offer the best prep>ralton
available no matter which course is taken. Over 38 years
of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated, Permanent centers open days & weekends a,_ll year.
Complete tape facilities for revieW 9f class lessons and for
use of supplementary materials, Make-ups for missed le.s-

sons at our centers,

•

ASK ABOUT OUR
COMPACT COURSES
Denver Center

431 W. Colfax
Denver, Colo.

Outside NY State only

,-

~ ~ 11
~
'Tl.

80204~IUIIP

303·893·5413
Call Collect
Call Toll Free

·

N

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

l"ESl PREPAR~TJON
SPECIAliSTS SINCE 193ts

,.

(UPI)-President Carter,
"shocked" by the nuinber of
people with access to secret intelligence, Thursday· proposed
setting up a joint committee of
Congress to receive top-level intelligence information.
Carter said so many people,
including 7 5 on Capitol Hill alone,
now have access to intelligence
secrets that "some of our ·key intelligence sources are becoming
reluctant to continue their
relationship with us because of the
danger of their being exposed in the
future."
·
Carter said he has discussed his
proposal with congressional leaders·
and House Speaker 'Thomas
0 'Neill favors it.
"I was shocked to learn about
the number of different people who
have access to highly secret, sensitive information on which the
security of our nation depends,"
Carter said in question-and-answer
·session with employes of the State

shellbrook school
of horsemanship

The largest and fastest-growing riding schools in the Southwest
Rio Grande Equestrian Center
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

English • Westem • Hunting • jumping • Dressage • Polo
Chec~

,..,
'

By Larry Schmidt
India-The election struggles of
the ruling party and the opposition
continue to mount as the election
date in March draws nearer. Mrs.
Gandhi is asking the people to
choose the stability.: of a central form a stable goven\ment," since it
Indian government. She said while is composed of such diverse groups.
campaigning in the eastern state of The opposition is campaigning-on
Nagaland, "The opposition cannot 'the slogan "Democ~::.acy versus

By.'United Pre:>.~ International

NEW YORK-Jack Ford, the 24-year-old son of former President
and Mrs. Ford, has been n11med assistant to the publisher of Rolling
Stone Magazine, the publication announced Thursday.
Ford will begin work with the bi-weekly magazine's publisher, Joe
Armstrong, on March 4.
Ford, who has a degree in forestry, will also be involved with
Rolling Stone's forthcoming outdoors magazine, Outside, planned to
appear in the fall.
"I have always been interested in communications," Ford said. "I
was attracted by the energy and personality of the people here."

Speakers Committee
Uses Home Talent

Yoshimu_ra's Sentenc,e Delayed
OAKLAND, Calif.-A judge Thursday delayed for three weeks the
sentencing of Wendy Yoshimura, Patricia Hearst's one time fugitive
roommate who was found guilty of possession of arms and explosive
devices.
Alameda County Superior Court Judge Martin Pulich delayed the
action because her probation report was not ready.

Bell Wary of Legislation
WASHINGTON-Attorney General Griffin Bell Thursday recommended a delay in legislation that, as of Tuesday, would give
Americans th6 right to know when the government subpoenas their
bank records and to contest the action in court.
Bell told a House Ways and Means Committee hearing the
measure, part of the 1976 tax "reform" act, would permit criminals
to delay federal investigations.
·A spokesman for the American Bankers Association, however, said
the fears of Bell and other administration witnesses were overblown.

WASHINGTON-Sen. James Allen, D-Ala., Thursday introduced
seven proposed Constitutional amendments. including one to allow
retired presidents to serve one six-year term as a senator-at-large for
the nation.
Ex-presidents holding the job would be entitled to one vote in_the
Senate on all matters except for measures relating to the Senate's own
organization, Allen
and they would receive the same pay, rights

for information call 898-3388
or come by and see our excellent facilities
at 9251 Rio Grande Blvd. NW

liliiliiiimm~.;:::::::;::::;::;::::::;:;~::::;:;:;:lml'lllllllllllllllllltllltttllllllllll~tlll~ and

elected senators.

''ROLLER CROSS''

ALBUQUERQUE'S FIRST MAJOR RECREATIONAL PARK
DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE SKATEBOARDER!
•Three acres of free style areas, slalom runs,
a grand prix track, bowls, pro shop and much,
much more •... ·crpen every day, closing only for bad
weather. The park will be .illuminated for night action, wi_th disco sounds throughout!
•The plan is n;1aXimum traction 10r speed and safety
·on special-finish smooth concrete surfaces (no
asphalt).
•"ROLLER CROSS" is being designed to match your
individual skill! This is what is being planned:
.
Beginners Area will contain a freestyle pad, a
slalom run, and a training area for beginners of all .
ages.
,
Intermediate Area will contain a freestyle pad, a
slalom run and a bowl.
Advanced Area Will contain a freestyle pad, a
deep bowl, a grand prix track, and a slalom,
•"ROLLER CROSS'' will be constructed in the 1900
block of Yale SE, just north of Gibson. Hours of
operation are planned for:
.
Sunday-Thursday- Noon to Midnight
Friday and Saturday - 9 AM to 1 AM
Special shows and competitive events will .be
scheduled as necessary.

• To get an- application for membership, fill 1n the
torm below and send it to:

'
"ROLLER CROSS"
Box 13269,
Albuquerque NM

87112

•An official membership application will be sent to
you by return mail. cnaner membership will cost
only $1.00 per person. Memberships after the grand
opening will cost $5.00 ($2:00 for students). _
•Act Now so you'll have your official personalized
charter membership card in plenty of time for the
"ROLLER CROSS" grand opening. Membership applications are also available at some skateboard
retail shops, and will be available at the "ROLLER
CROSS" skateboard park after the grand open,ing.
Don't waft until then , get your charter membership
card now!

I

I

AGE: ____

ADDRESS--------Street
City

State

Zip

• Get your Charter Membership Card now! Every person using "ROLLER CROSS"
for skateboarding must have an· official registere~ "ROLLER CROSS" membership card in order to purchase admission tickets (spectators will not need
membership cards)~ Charter members will receive 10% discount at the pro-shop
and freestyle areas.
·
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Please send me _
"ROLLER CROSS"
members~ ip applioatlon(s). Send no money

NAME:

8' ·

Students Reorganize

ANNOUNCING

GO FOR IT! SKATEBOARDING HAS GOT IT!

"':;;

By Daniel Crain
Due to lack of funds, the ASUNM Speakers Committee will concentrate
on low-cost and community-oriented programs for the remainder of the
semester, said outgoing Speakers Chairperson Porter Dillon and her
replacement Holly Fryman.
·
Dillon said that last fall's Speakers program showed that there is "not
enough of a market in Albuquerque to charge $4 and $5" admission for
"intellectually oriented" speakers. It is not yet clear how the accumulated
Speakers deficit o.f $11,533 will be paid off.
Fryman said that in the future, Speakers Committee will work to stay
within its budget by offering a balanced program of money-generating,
entertainment-type speakers along with engaging local talent for community-oriented programs. These last would be offered to students for
free or very low admission, Fryman said.
The program worked out by Dillon and Fryman for this semester will,
with one exception, be free to students, because the speakers do not charge
honorariums. The program includes:
-March S-either a lecture on nuclear waste by UNM's Charles Hyder
or a presentation "Wumen in Media";
Now that Megistu has taken
-March 21-Mary Turnbull, author and historian, to speak on "The over, increased repression is exrole of Singapore in the Present World";
.
pected, particularly against the ·
-April 5-"Hearing Loss-Causes and Consequences," presented by outlawed Ethiopian People's
UNM professor of audiology Dr. R.B. Hood; and
Revolutionary Party and other
-April 12-An evening of mime with the Mimetekos from the ~er parties on the left.
forming Arts Collective.
The evening of mime will cost $1 for students and $2 for the public. All
Somali Republic - The tensions ·
others are free to students and $1 for the public.
increase between the Somali
Republic and Ethiopia. Both claim
sovereignty over the desert region
of Ogaden. This week there has
been an increase in the numbers of
By Tom Kensler
The orgamzmg committee has Somali troops in this region. More
The University proposal to turn posted a petition at the SUB in- important will be the conflict over
the SUB food services over to an formation center to seek the
outside management firm has support of the campus community. -- yeglasses ·or Qpri'tact Lenses
' Fast .serVice;•cjirality and .
touched off a movement to "We want to show Ted Martinez
.·.· st'yl¢ ahea$o!lable cost
reorganize the Independent Student that people are aware of what's
Workers Union .(lSWU).
going on, and want a written ·~ '.'¢k~~y 'op~ical co;
.
The Union is comprised of work- commitment from him that neither
. (Niixtdoorto Cas~iJ Re:x:atlDrug)
study students under the Housing part-time nor work-study positions
.Lomas at Washington 255-6329
and Urban Development (HUD) will be adversely affected," they
program, and other students said.
working part-time for departments
The section of the SUB adthroughout the campus.
ministration proposed contract that
New Mexico
most concerns the committee states:
Two spokesmen for the "The Contractor shall not be
DAILY LOBO
organizing committee,' who did not required to retain those employes
wish to have their names revealed, who do not meet the company's
No.103
said the threat of food-service standards, or those who are in
Box 20, University P .0., Ul:.M
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
layoffs and hours reductions will be excess of the number required for
a rallying point for the revitalized efficient operation.''
Editorial Phone: (505) 277-4102
Union. "Ted Martin.ez (New
277-4202.
Mexico 'Union Director) was quoted
ThC New MexiCo Daily Lobo is published:
Tlie organizing committee is
Monday through Friday every regular week of
as saying that there would be no currently
issuing
union
'ti)C'Uni~crsity year and weekly during the sum·
mer sess1on by the Board of Student Publications'
layoffs with a change in authorization cards and contacting
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
management, but we know for a the more than 2000 eligible
financially a~sociated with UNf\1. Second clasS"
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
fact there were layoffs and shorter members on campus. They hope to
87131. Subscription rate is SJO.OO for th~
academic year.
hours at La Posada when ARA call for a mass meeting of all partThe C'lpinions expressed on the .=ditorial pages
took it over," they said.
of The Daily Lobo are those of the author solely,
time and work-study workers so
Unsigned opinion is that of the editorial board ol
ARA is one of several firms vying that goals and priorities can be set,
:The Daily Lobo_. Nothing printed in The DailJ
:Lobo necessan1y represents the views of th~
for the contract which will be put and a steering committee can be
·University of New Mexico,
up for bidding within a month.
established.

Job for Ex-Presidents Asked

We provide you with
excellent horses & instructors!

z

who were not able to reach· an [
agreement with Ian Smith in the ~
Geneva 'talks, and who are supported by the front-line presidents 0
of the neighboring African States, e:.
To accomplish this end, Smith has
suggested
that he might hold a b
Dictatorship."
the French territories of Afars and
national
referendum
to determine gIssas, which France is scheduled to
which
of
the
nationalists
commands •
Ethiopia - On Feb. 3, there was a~ leave by mid~ year. This territory
the
support
of
the
people.
~
bloody power struggle among'· lies between Ethiopia and the
.:::
"'e;
Ethiopia's ruling military .council, Somali Republic on the horn of
Chile
A
m~dification
to
conthe Dergue. As a result Lt. Col. Africa which is strategically located
stitutional act number four, '<
Mengistu Haile Mariam has taken at the southern end of the Red Sea.
N
over power. A week after .the .
· · published at ihe beginning of v.
seizure of power, Mengistu has
Rhodesia - Prime Minister Ian February, has removed, in practice,
been. na.med head of Ethiopia's Smith of Rhodesia outlined his the right of families whose relations
ruling council and Head of State. conception of "peace" in Rhodesia have "disappeared" .to present
He has assumed the chairmanship in his recent meeting with South writs of habeas corpus before the
of the council's three committees, African Pdfl!e Minister Vorster. courts. It now appears that instead
of putting people in jail the new
the council of ministers, and the
of the junta is to let people
tactic
defense and security councils. He is Jan Smith said he was looking for
"disappear".
also the commander-in-chief of the an internal agreement with Bishop
armed forces.
Abel Muzorewa and the new
This change in power effectively Zimbabwe African People's
nullifies ·the political changes at- Organization headed by two chiefs.
tempted last December b~ the In this way he is trying to bypass the
former Head of State Gen. Teferi Patriotic Front of Robert M ugabe
Bante, and his supporters in the and Joshua Nkomo and the
Dergue. At that time Mengistu had Zimbabwe People's Army (ZlPA),
been given a subordinate position in
the government, and a 'policy of
reconciliation with the left and a
move away from the United States
was being contemplated.

thlrd vvorld report

Jack Ford Joins M_agazine

on our family rates!

India· Party Struggles Continue

Authentic Unsolicited
lqqBqili:~JCj·customer Testimonial
Ms. Esmerelda Peltdown of Albuquerque: ''My life was stagnating along
with my wardrobe until I found Streetlites Clothing Exchange. Their low
prices and fair exchange policy changed my life.''
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"ROLLER CROSS" is a develop·
ment of the Namrof Corporation,
3108 Camino Real NE,Albuquerque, N M
87111.
For More Information, Contact
RichardT. Forman at 293-3342.

3004 D Central SE

266-5275
New Hours: 11 AM -5:30PM
'(ues.-Sat.
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Albuquerque's Greatest Clothing Recyclers
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Daily LOBO

·Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Practice What You Prea.ch
Editor: '
I am quite certain that the UNM Faculty would be among the first to in·sist that welfare recipients adhere strictly to the rules and guidelines set
forth for welfare programs by the state or federal governments and that
those recipients guilty of non-compliance should have their welfare checks
·
stopped.
So what's the big fuss with HEW? UNM is on the welfare rolls to the
tune ·of $10,000,000 per year. Now it's refusing to comply with the
guidelines and could very well lose its welfare payment. Can UNM afford
to ~ave that happen? Most welfare recipients can't. Perhaps a return to
the old adage "Practice what thou would preach" is in order.
Delbert W. Lopez
'
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Gym ·Battles
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What are the gymnasiums at the University of New Mexico for?
Are they for the students to use for open recreation?
·
Are they for classes to use? What type of classes?
Are they to be rented out to anyone willing to pay the cost?
~ Are they for sports or non-sports events?
Z Who has the priority in the use of the gyms? The University doesn't
..fknow who has the highest oriority.
1;} Many students do not take any physical education classes and the only
p:time they can use the gym is during open recreation and intramurals. UNM
Provost Chester Travelstead said that UNM must give priority to activities
that will get state funding. To get more state funding, he said UNM needs
-more student credit-producing cla.sses. lntramurals and open recreation
do not produce credit.
If more classes are added, what are they to replace? Th€1 gym is already
fully booked. It looks like the only thing to lose out will be intramuralsand ·
recreation.
If the gyms, especially Johnson Gym, are to be used to make money for
the University what does that leave to use for recreation? Students will
·
lose more of their already limited recreation time.
lntramurals is slowly being pushed out of usage of the gyms.
Travelstead's' idea seemed to be that since intramurals and open
recreation don't make any money, in fact they cost $142,000 a year to run,
they should be very low on the priority list for the usage of the gyms.
In the·I<Jst eight months there have been over 68,000 participants to use
Carlisle Gym, Johnson Gym, the weight room and the handball courts.
There have been another 19,669 participants in intramurals.
UNM already doesn't have enough gym space for a university of its size,
The current UNM recreation facilities were built for 10,000 students. Over
double that number are now attending UNM.
Indications from the people controlling the gyms are that intramurals
and open recreation are at about the bottom of the priority list to use the
gyms.
We believe students should have time for intramurals and open
recreation in the gym when they want to use it.
Students interested in voicing their opinions on the subject can contact
Dr. Leon Griffin, HPER chairman, and Fred Perez, Coordinator of lntramurals,
·

·;;;:

:E
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This is an open letter to Leon
Griffin, chairman of He.alth,
Physfcal Education and Recreation:
The Anthropology faculty and
students wish to express our
discontent with present university
open recreation policy. In attempting to use gymnasium
facilities, we have so often found
them closed without prior notice.
Such irresponsible action makes us
·fear that fitness, for UNM, is a word

We therefore refuse to accept
lack' of student participation as. an

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

J'IMMY, YOIJ'Re

IT's BAO

5UPPOS&lJ70 KNOIAJ

eNOUGH 71-IAT

ABO/JTBRAXTDNHICKS CONTFIAGIONS! I KNOW,

WF!?e IN THIS 7T-I!N6 AND I'M
1Qe,'ifflt'R, YOUKNOW! SORRY,
/Jet{.,

I'Ve BliCOM£3
Atl PUFFYliND
8lOifT5{)J/N{)
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Editorial Board
Unoilined edlt-lo ropr...,.. o
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unreasonable. These transportation
problems should l)e nipped in the
bud without a second's hesitation ro
:;;
to consider individual prefe)rences ,_.
or needs.
·
"'By the way, 1 am a health sciim- g_
ces student who must get across 8
campus twice a day and whose
preferred means of transportation ~
is the bicycle.
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So, It's NMPIRG Refund Time Again
Editor:
PIRG refund time again?? PIRG
has done the same inadequate job
spreading the word. Nothing was
' heard of it until Wednesday of the
. first week. ·rn Mondays LOBO they
had an ad with the wrong dates.
Are you hoping everyone will be
too late? [Today] is the deadline.

learned that Mr. Richard E. Garland
applied for and has not yet
received his refund from LAST
semester. Good work, PIRG. Make
them go out of their way to get a
refund and then don't send it to
them so they will have to go out of
their way. again to finally get the
money. I'm sure with this double
delaying tactic there were only six
given out. Presumably this is an
example of .the kind of efficiency
PIRG uses in handling $60,000 of
your money. Think about it !I

Speaking of too late, T have just
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with meaning only for athletes.
We believe, however, that the
health of students and faculty
should be put above the organized
sport program, and that gym
facilities should be open to us day
and evening, including week-ends.
We would appreciate prior notice if
the gyms should have to close.
May we say, too, that planning of
activities is impossible given
presently unpredictable gym hours.

Editor:
pedestrians. Those who choose
We, the united pedestrians of the wheelchairs as their means of tranUNM campus, petition the UNM 'sportation to and from campus
Police and the Board of Regents to should have to walk their vehicles
ban all wheeled vehicles from the in pedestrian areas. The rulE) should
UNM campus proper. Thi~ includes be "Feet Only."
not only bicycles, but matntenance
Pedestrians of the world, unite!
vehicles,
skateboards
and , Let's crush the wheeled menace!
especially wheelchairs.
I hope no wheelchair people are
Those wheelchairs block up the offended, but if we're going to be
sidewalks, speed past pedestrians, narrow-minded and unreasonable
and are a general. nuisance for let's be totally narrow-minded and

. I

Students' Health Should Be Important
Editor:

Why Not Ban ALL Wheeled Vehicles?

excuse for present gym conditions.
Paying athletic fees each semester,
we are also reluctant to accept a
statement of "low funds" as sufficient reason. We thank you for a
reply and promise of actio11 upon
·
this problem.
Cheryl Ferguson
iviark Ballaid
Devon Heckman
Sue Bassinger
Beth 0' Leary
Patricia Irvine
Richard B<Jrrett
and others

What then has PIRG done, you
ask? Good question I The list:
1) Ignoring the voice of the

'.

I urge the members of the ~inan
ce Committee to consider this vast
list of benefits, After careful consideration and allowing for inflation. I urge the Finance Committee to budget to PI RG their welldeserved 28 cents..
Richard J. Gordon

·.·.
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Now comes Miller time.

NIIWI Editor

Asst., News Editor

Tim 'Gallaohe.·

Arts·and Media Editor
Lynda Sp~rber

3) PI RG will provide benefits to
the students next semester when .
the extra money in the ASUI'!M activity fee is distributed to the
various campus organizations.

DOONESBURY ·

Editor:
Today, with the concern about
energy consumption and environmental preservation, I find it
irycredible that bicyclists are getting
such a hassle from the UNM Campus bureaucracy. But, coRsidering
that I am attending ·a university
which provides regular bus service
from the North and West lots-a
distance less thanj mile-1 am not
surprised.
It is easy to see that the commuters are the ones being catered
to. After screwing up the atmosphere, they then cannot find
the energy to walk across Lomas to
the campus. Why can't the University take some of the money
currently going towards this
questionable bus service and use it
to install some bike paths? This
seems to be ·a reasonable solution
for everyone involved.
Let's hope our :·campus Planners" -the same persons who
have bike racks installed in the middle of the Mall, where, incidentally,
bikes are not allowed-can actually
get something planned.
,
Susan Larsen, member of POOB
(Pissed Off On Bikes)

Karen Moses

2) Thumbing their noses at the
students who provided their
money, they moved the PIRG offices off campus; just another way
to ensure that students don't
bother them. !Although getting
them off campus may be a blessing
in disguise, and quite possibly the
ONLY benefit the student has
derived so far from PIRG.)

The first step in the ASU N M
budgeting process is in high gear.
PIRG is requesting $49,000. Let's
consider for a moment just what
PIRG has done this year with the
same amount. Two or three times a
semester PIRG buys a page in the
LOBO and tells us what they plan
to do, what they would like to do
and- beg for volunteer· help. The
NMPIRG News is highly irrelevant
and boring.

Bicyclists
Get Hassle

Managing Editor

students from several opinion polls
and referenda, PIRG has raised the
activity fee $2 ..

O.M. Flynn

Photo Editor
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perfect vacation
·
take...

In Popejo~ ?unda.Y

generated by actors familiar to
audiences in far different roles and
media.
They will create the roles of
George Bernard Shaw, the towering
Irish playright, and Mrs. Patrick
Campbell, the talented and
outrageous actress of the turn of
the century.
Written by Jerome Kilty, "Dear

KMYR Midnite Movie
Friday & Saturday
ALL SEATS $1.50
LOUISIANA BLVD.
CJ:NEMAJ:•:O:•J:D
1-40 & LOUISIANA BLVD. 299-4412
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Agenda

Students
$1.25
Every
Mon.&
Tues.
Howard Hawks'

RED RIVER
Last
5 Days!

1948 John Wayne, Montgomery Clift

John Ford's

STAGECOACH
1939 John Wayne, Claire Trevor
Frl: Red River 7:30 • Stagecoact,9:35

SUNSHINE THEATRE Sat&Sun: RR~2:00:3:45:7:30
2.00, 5.50, 9.35

CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

--Aristophane's The Birds at the
Vortex Friday through Sunday at 8
p.m.
--Eugene O'Neill's One Day's
' Journey into Night tonight and
Saturday at 7:30 at Albuquerque
High.
--Poetry reading with Stan Noyes
and George Perreault on Sunday at
2 p.m. in the Contemporary Arts
Center.
·
--N .M .. Symphony Chamber
Orchestra on Sunday at 4 p.m. in
Keller Hall.
--Classical guitarist Mario
Beltran will be at the First United
Methodist Church on 4th and Lead

Another Weekend of OQncing

o.t the

Purple Room
)

Got D,m TtQveling Blues

·A Change. of Scenety fot Rhoda
Four-time Emmy-winner Valerie
Harper and the Lt, Trench of
"Harry 0", Anthony Zerbe will
appear in :Albuquerque in Popejoy
Hall on Sunday, February 27 in
"Dear Liar".
For each of these five actors, it is
a labor of. love. Albuquerque
theatre-goers may find it more than
.exciting to share the

(The Old Bookstore)
In The Student Union Building

FridQy, Februo.r,y 25

. Liar'; uses the letters written during
the 40 year relationship between the
egocentric,· witty, prolific writer
and the beautiful and articulate
actress.
When Zerbe and ·Harper first
brought the play to the stage in a
benefit performance in HollyWood
before a distinguished and difficult
audience, they received tremendous
review.s. Their subsequent performances on. weekends following
sometimes 50 hour weeks have
played to packed houses and
standing ovations.
Although not as well known as
. Harper, Zerbe's impressive credits
in theatre and movies make his
performance a datZiing one.
Audiences used to Valerie Harper's
delightful Rhoda will be amazed at
the many-faceted characterization
she is able to portray.
The play'is comic, poignant, and
rich in Shaw's genius.
It is fitting that the Albuquerque
performance will be a benefit for
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's
building fund, The communitybased non-profit association which

has brought so inany outstanding
musical comedies to Albuquerque
will continue to offer four complete
productions at Popejoy Hall. (The
next is "Jesus Christ, Superstar",
slated for March). The difficulty
they have in rehearsing, building
sets, holding· auditions, workshops
im<! seminars in a drafty warehouse
necessitates the building.
Ray
Sherman,
who
is
spearheading the building fund,
explained that funds · from local
donations and a bank loan to be
repaid by ACLOA ticket sales is
still $20,000 short of the goal.
If "Dear Liar" fills Popejoy as it
has in all its other performances,
the money will be raised.
Tickets or additional information
is available itt all Ticket Master
Outlets or by Caliing Ray or Anna .
Jo Sherman at 821-1390 or 8210212. All balconeyseats are $5.

Cassandra Crossing directed by
George Pan Cosmatos now
showing at the Louisiana Mall at
12:15, 2:30, 4:45, 7:15 and 9:45

p.m.
Review by George Gesner
Cassandra
Crossing
has
everything the average movie-goer
expects in a' disaster movie; an allstar cast of thousands, beautiful
scenery, a hundred sub-plots and
the culprit.
The culprit is pneumonic plague,
a strange new twist in the disaster
movie format.
The movie starts with three'
Swedish Peace Movement terrorists
storming the United Health
Organization in Geneva. One man
is shot to death and two others
break into a top secret room housed
by the U.S. that turns out to be an
experimental project working with

mice and a pneumonic plague
agent. One man dies a slow death
after being shot and Splattered with
the plague juice.
The key to the movie is the guy
who gets away, exposed and ready
to carry the plague to innocen.t
victims.
The innocent victims are on
board a train. The passengers
include Richard Harris, a doctor
celebrity who now has a chance to
get back to being ·the good old
country doctor; Sophia Loren, the
do.ctor's ex-wife who writes novels,
her latest one exposing Harris; Ava
Gardner as Nicole Dressler wife of
a rich arms manufacturer; Martin
Sheen, Dressler's lover and heroin
smuggler; O.J. Simpson, a priest in
disguise; Lionel Stander, the·
traaitional conductor and Lee
Strasberg as a heartwarming Jewish
inspector.

Burt Lancaster stars as
MacKenzie, an American official
who is in charge of locating the
fugitive who is on the train passing
off the plague to the thousand
passengers.
What follows is an exciting train
ride that is forced to take a detour
to Poland where they have to cross
the Cassandra bridge. The plague
isn't the only problem to contend
with as it is found that the
Cassandra Crossing is unsafe and
another dilemma now comes into
view.
. The peak of Lancaster'.s acting .
talents com~s when he condemns
the train and its passengers to the
crossing· knowingly and to top it off
washes his hands bringing back
shades of'Pontius Pilate.
The film's drawbacks include the
dialogue which is less than candidand ofte1Jtimes corny and a plot
that stretches the imagination a
little farther than ·it's willin)l to
bend.
The saving grace is the high
entertainment value. The plots and
subplots keep the movie rolling
along at a fast pace, leaving no.
dead space in the film. After
watching· Cassandra Crossing,
you'll feel like you've seen a movie
tripleheader.

ay
Ho.skell Wexler's
ffiedlum Cool
7:00:..9;15pm

Satutdo.y
Giant

with
Jo.mes Deo.n, Liz TO..Yior and Rock Hudson
7:00 showing onl,!;j

·SUB Theatre Rdm. 1.00
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Eliot Feld 8QIJet
The Eliot Feld Ballet, a renowned touring group, will be in Popejoy
Hall Friday and Saturday night with different performances each night.
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.'Sophi$ticQted LQdy'
Hits AI buquerque
An Evening with Natalie Cole (starring Natalie Cole, the GrammyAward-winning daughter of the legendary Nat King Cole) comes to
Albuquerque for a rare concert performance.
Natalie Cole, voted "Best New Artist of the Year" at the 1976 Grammy
Awards presentation, will be appearing live for one performance only
Sunday, February 27 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva Auditorium at the Albuquerque
Convention Center.
'
Reserved seat tickets are now available at Albuquerque Ticket Agency in ,
Coronado Center, 883-1080.
_ ..fl.nother fine concert from the folks at Aries Productions.

David Hyat-

classical GuitO.(!St, 7:30 to
then, move With

/

8:30

Ne\N Art Feted ...
'.'American Abstract Artists: 1937-1941"-'will open in the Art Museum
i!l t~e UNM Fine Arts Center Sunday, Feb. 27, and will continue through
Apnl3,
Financed by the National Endowment for the Arts, the exhibit is one of
the first to document this period of American art.
Cleta Downey, associate curator of the museum and UNM art lecturer
said a group of American abstract painters formed their own associatio~
to protest the exhibition policies of the Museum of Modern Art. She added, "These artists had been influenced by European avant-garde painters
like Kandinsky and Picasso but were suffering from a 20-year time lag bet·
ween Europe and the United States."
,
Although American artists were following the lead of European artists
Downey said there are obvious differences between the two styles. "Ab:
stracts by American painters show brush strokes which are very texturaL
They are more timid in color, form and composition compared to the
European abstracts from the same time period."
There are some 50 pieces in the show and the paintings are on loan from
t?e Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Guggenheim Museum, Yale UniverSity Art Gallery, the Oakland Museum and from some of the artists.

7:00-Ch. 5: UNM Voices
8:00-Ch.
7:
\lovie
("SST-Death Flight.")
9:00-Ch.- 5: Documentary
("To Expect to Die: A Film
About Living.")
11:30-Ch.
13:
Movie
("Monty Python and the Holy
Grail.")

~ENING

WITH"

Winner of 2 Grammy Awards

SUNDAY
FEB. 27

Kiva

Auditorium
Albuquerque
Convention
Center

[lst RUNJ

Sunship
from 9:00 to 12:30

· SQturdQy, Februo.r,y 26

.Shades of Spades
Jazz Trio, 7:30 to 9:45
from 10:00 to 12:30,

Dynamic ~Disco
Part_ys Down With A
Disco Sound

ot & Cold Sandwiches Hot & Cold Drinks
Will Be Served In The Deli Bat
Open From 7:30 to 12:30
Presented b ASUNm/PEC
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Concert Concepts Presents

JANIS
IAN
and
TOM CHAPIN
Mond~y March 7, 1977 8:00PM

Kiva Auditorium- Convention Center
Student Discount Tickets Available

20TH CENTORV-FO'X PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

\yrittcn, Produced and Directed by 1'\.rl.l"r
Music Composed and Conducted·by ANDRr;w BELLING

Tonight at 7:30 • 9:45
Matinees Sat. and Sun.

· Tickets Available At:
Albuquerque Ticket Agenty [In Coronado Center]
L.P. Goodbuy
A
·
~·
n
Maynords
The General Store
Thomas J<1lian
.JIItJE, . t..;rn.
Production
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On VideoTape

. Compiled by George Gesner.
Medium Cool takes you back to
the Democratic Convention· in
Chicago in 1968. Haskell Wexler
welds a documentary into a feature
film. ~nd centers it around a
televisiOn cameraman who finds
himself torn between his profess~on
a~d the love of an Appalachian
widow.
Robert Forster and Verna
(Across from Prontos)
Bloom star in this excellent film
.
Sponsored b_y ASUt~m
showing tonight at the SUB theatre
00
0)
at 7 and 9:15p.m.
And Student Activities
Gia~t is a . glorious and
uproar~ous 19~6 flim about Texas
and a ~ch family that had problems
of their own. James Dean and
Elizabeth Taylor turn in shatteriQg
performances. The extra long affair
shows Saturday night at 7 p.m. at
the SUB Theatre.
Citizen Kane is the biography of·
a newspaper tycoon who loses his
. battle with corruption. It is possibly
the best movie. of all time. It was
•
written by Orson Welles and stars
Welles, Joseph Cotten and Agnes
Moorehead. It will show at the
Guild at 7:15 and 9:35p.m.
Solaris is a work for true science·
fiction enthusiasts. This Russian
sci-fi film is showing another week
at Don Panchos at 7 and 9:30p.m.
And Now For Something
Completely Different with Monty
Python will supply the late night
humor at Don Panchqs midnight
movie.
Jaws is something you can sink
your teeth into. The all-time
moneymaker satisfies the public's
hunger for torn flesh, blood and
dismemberment. Showtime is at
7:15 and 9:30p.m. at the Hiland.
Car Wash is a movie about
people who enjoy the simple life
with all its joys and hardships. A
whole world revolves around a car
wash. It is making a record stand at
,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;;;;;,;;.;;;..;;;._ _ _ _ _..;._~t~h:;;;e.;,;M;;.,;,P,;;Ia;:;z;;a.:;;sh;;;o~w:;.i;;;n~g.;;a;;.t,;,;12;;,;:;;,;30;;,:•.;2:..:::2;,:;:0,
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Th·e Chimes Of Big Ben
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Feb 28 - march 4
Continuousl_y 10:30 .- 3 pm
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ASUNm/PEC's

"Purpl·e Room"
featuring

--Greo.t Attendo.nce
--Greo.t Atmosphere

BUT,
Tho.t Nome-··
"The Purple Room"
Ho.s Got To Go!!!

~

Giancarlo Gianinni is the Oscar
nominee at the Lobo at 7:30 and
9:40p.m.
One Flew Over t!te Cuckoo's ·
Nest stars Jack Nicholson as a man
who is sentenced to lobotomy. It's
at the Eastdale at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Trackdown is backed with
Mandingo's sequel Drum at the
Galeria Twin,
Wizards is a new high in the
world of animation-it's a take-off
on
the . Trilogy
of the
Rings-showing at the Galeria at
7:45 and 9:30p.m.
Twilight's Last Gleaming got a
good review by Georg~ McGovern.
It's all about national powers and
missiles and a man starving foF
world control. It's showing at the
Fox-Winrock at 7 and'9:30 p.m.
A Star is Born is the start of a
new wave of musicals at the Mall
Cinema at 2, 4.:30, 7:05 and 9:40
p.m.
Freaky Friday stars Barbara
Harris and Jodie Foster as a mother
and daughter who don't know their
own places. The Disney film shows
at the Louisiana Blvd. at 1, 3, 5, 7
and 9 p.m .
The Voyage of the Damned is a
weak version of Exodus as a
shipload of Jewish exiles are cast to
sea on the ship of ~hame .•
Showtimes are 2, 5, 8 p.m. on
Monday thru Thurs. and 1, 4, 7 and
10 p.m. on Friday thru Sun. at the
Louisiana Blvd.
Red River and Stagecoach should
make John Wayne fans happy at
the Sunshine Theatre at 7:30 and
9:35p.m.
scenes of a ·national television
Misty beethoven stars Constance
station starring William Holden, Monet in the title role. You can find
Faye Dunaway, Peter Finch, out who her fifth is, why she is
Robert Duvall and Ned Beatty. If" singing Ode to Joy and where she
you're as mad as hell and can't take does her compsoing. This mistyit anymore, go to the Los Altos blue movie is showing at the Encore
Twin at 7:15 and 9:30p.m.
at 2, 4, 6, 7:55 and 9:55p.m.

Rodey
Films
This Sunday the Rodey Theatre
Film Festival will show an evening
of early American comedy.
Opening the night's program will
be Harry Langdon's 1926 film,
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, also included in this program will be
Never Weaken and other shorts by
Harold Lloyd.
Lloyd and Langdon are two of
cinema's greatest early comics, but
their films are seldom seen because
of Chaplin and Keaton. The films
will show at 7:30 p.m. in Rodey
Theatre. Admission is $1.

as

· By Carol Pavletich
The UNM tennis team left
Wednesday on an early airplane
flight for Corpus Christi, Tex., to
compete in the Southeastern
Conference Tennis Tourna)llent,
Feb. 24-26.
Seven netters and Head Tennis
Coach
Tim
Russell
left
Albuquerque confident that the
Lobes would do well in the double
elimination tournament. Russell

said, "We should get at least four
really good matches in."

of Wednesday.

Representing UNM are seniors
Mike Owen and Gary Wheeler,
juniors Tim Garcia and Mike
Palmer, sophomores Jay Penny
and Ronnie Wheeler and freshman
Jerry Wheeler.

The tournament will include
Trinity College, the University of
Texas, UNM and three or four
other schools, all ranked in the top
20 nationally.

A Contest Is Being Held To
Rename The "Purple Room"

2For 1

Bring a suggestion to rename the new
on-campus place to be on Friday. and Saturday
nights to:
PEC Office. Rm. 245, SUB
or
The Purple Room (on Feb. 25 or 26)
Please include Name, Address, and Phone Number.

The Lobo netters will remain in
Texas as long as any of the squad
continues to advance into the next
round of the tournament.

Garcia will be playing number
one singles, but. Russell had not
d_etermined the rest of the lineup as

Adams State Defeats Wrestlers
By Marty Zimberoff
The iJNM wrestlinglteam was the
target of defeat Wednesday as
Adams State College upset the
Lobo grapplers 28-12 at Alamosa,
Colo.
UNM got off to a slow start as
the Lobes forfeited the 118 and
126-pound weight classes which
gave an automatic 12 points to the
Adams State team.
Butch Escalante broke Adams
State's lead when he decisioned
ASC's John Flores 5-4 in the 134pound weight position. Escalante's
win was close as ASC's Flores held
the lead with only six seconds left in

the match. Escalante finished the
match with only a one point lead on
reversal against Flores.
UNM Wrestling Coach Ron
Jacobsen said, "Butch is usually
very aggressive with his opponent,
but this time he had to do what he
did just to win.'' "Butch didn't
perform up to his capabilities,"
added Jacobsen.
In the 142-pound weight class,
UNM's Scot McClelland was
decisioned by ASC's Jim Wood 52. ASC's Jim Matthie decisioned

Lobo grappler Bob Putz 6-2 in the
150-pbund weight class, and Adams
State took the !58-pound weight
position when Tom Tice decisioned
Lobo Flo Gallegos9-4.
ASC' s Staff Polk; a former
Western Athletic Conference
wrestling
champion, major
decisioned UNM's Brian O'Connor
9-0. Coach Jacobsen said that Brian
"looked respectable" on the' mat,
but hat he got caught on his back.
"It was just a mental error," said
Jacobsen.

wildlif~

Albershof fighter trails to be held this Saturday or
Sunday, depending on the weather, For info~mation
call277·2477.

An introductory mcditnti<m and body relaxation
class meets Tuesdays and Thursdays fronl 7:3{) to
9:30p.m. in the SUB, rm. ~3:1 A.
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This Weeli.: Ozone Express
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Specialists in
Lightweight Backpacking Equipment

ilnuutuiu <tr4nlet
' 6307 Menaul NE

-

881-5223
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February 28

243-5601
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Yale & Central

............
SINC~
1928

See your
Placement Office for specifics.
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FIRST In STYLING
FIRST In CRAFTSMANSHIP

~

CAM0o

L) butt~rlieltl
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Discuss your career interests with our
representative. Tell us what you're looking for. We have a range of openings for
graduates in aeronautical, electrical, mechanical engineering. Perhaps we ought
to get together.

• ..

YO~R P.ERSONAL SERVICE

Jerr:eler8~

NORTHROP

AIRCRAFT. ELECTRONICS. COMMUNICATIONS.
CONSTRUCTION. SERVICES.

.

'An equal opportunity employer, m/f

Win a $250 Value ARTCARVEO DIAMOND
OUR OWN TERMS
:;,~;tYfl'~Ju~fJfktr g,Help select the
THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS ~ 8~~f~eMR';;7.)f~~~
NO OBLIGATION •
. • .
_......
241.1 an Peelro NE·
DRAWING MARCH aiiN CARDINAL PLAZA ,........,.,c..""""'
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We !::>erve All Your Needs 7 am- Midnight

l,lbuttrrllrld

THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE

A Fine Drinking EHtablishmcnt

0

cr'

Mexiean·Dinner

Job descriptions and applications (or the N,M,
Slate Government Intern Program are available in
Career Services, Mesa Vista So., Rooll} 2131.

Reg. Bar Drinks
50c

Contest Ends.Wed., ffintch 2

e.
-<
r

with any

will be shown

Sun- TiU 7pm

$15.00 CASH PRIZE

0

Free Pepsi

·sat - Till9 pm

TWO 12th ROW FLOOR TICKETS TO
"FLEETWOOD ffiAC" march 4

§'

Laba ~ Eirill

The UNM Modeling dub is sponsoring the 1918

Mon- Fri
All Drinks

~
~
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Lobo Netters Play in Tournament

A film on southern African

Specials

z

The Lobes can not look past
tonight's game with BYU because
one· more loss will probably end
their chances at the WAC title.
Ellenberger said the Lo bos must
play them "One step at a time and
not trip along the way."
Ellenberger thinks the Lobos are
in a good position to win the WAC
because they can do it themselves
without needing outside help from
other teams .
Utah is the WAC. leader with a 92 record.' Arizona is 8-3 and the

Lobo Jimmy Allen muscles in for a shot.

Monday, Feb. 28 in the biology building (Castcltcr
Hall) rm. 139 from 4:00 to 4:30p.m.

SO--

~.

By David Belling
Lobes are 7-3 in the WAC.
offense is the best in the WAC with
"Everything should go well at
The UNM-Utah game will match a 88.8 · points a game scoring
this stage of the season.''
-average. Utah is scoring at a 83.6
That is what UNM Head the two best field-goal shooting clip,
'Basketball · Coach. Norm Ellen· teams in the WAC, Utah is hitting
Utah is led by Jeff Judkins and
berger said after' the Lobes finished .543 per cent while the Lobes hit Jeff Jonas. Judkins is the WAC's
. .491 per cent.
·
practice Thursday.
scoring leader at 21.4 points a
Utah is the top free-throw game . .T onas leads theW A C in free·
Everything needs to go well for
the Lobes as they play their last two shooting team in the WAC. The throw percentage with .920. Jonas
picks up many assists in each game
Western Athletic Conference home Lobes are the worst.
he directs the Utah offense.
Wolfpack
The
high-scoring
games of the season tonight and•
Saturd;~y night. Tonight the Lobos
play last-place Brig~am Young
while on Saturday night they will
play first-place Utah. Both games
will be played in UNM Arena and
will start at 7:30p.m.

4:10, 6, 7:50 and !1:40 p:m.
.Silver Streak is sheer· entertainment with two very funny
people, Gene Wilder and Richard
Pryor. The train also has such
passengers as Ray ("My Favorite
Martian") Walston
Patrick
("Secret Agent Man").McGoohan,
Jill (Carole Lombard) Clayburgh
and Ned Beatty. The film is
'stationed at theM Plaza and should
arrive on time at 12:30, 2:55, 5:15,
7:30 and 9:50p.m.
Monkey Hustle is a follow-up to·
Car Wash where you can see the
gang. do their indigenous dance. ·
Yaphet Kotto (ldi Amin in Raid on
Entebbe) stars at the M Plaza and
shows at 12:20, 2:10, 4, 5:50, 7:40
and.9:30 p.m.
Network is a movie behind the

Rocky pulls out ail the punches in
the sleeper that should grab some
Oscars. Sylvester Stallone is the
man of the year with his brilliant
performance and Burt Young and
Burgess Meredith turn in intense
supporting roles. Talia Shire is
perfect in her Ugly Duckling role. It
shows at Los Altos at 7:40 and 9:55
p.m.
Dick and Jane is a hilarious
modern-day versimi of Bonnie &
Clyde with George Segal and Jane
Fonda at the Cinema East at 7:45
and 9:40p.m.
The 'sentinel is a drawn-out
horror movie. It shows at the
Cinema East at 7:15 and 9:05p.m.
Seven Beauties is the brilliant
Wertmuller film that's up for best
foreign film in Oscarland this year.
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Ever_yon.e o.t UNm is finding out o.bout

--Greo.t Bo.nds
--Greo.t Food
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Two Key Cage Games End Home Season
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FOR SALE OR TRADE: fawn Oreat Danes wilh
black mask, AKC registered, shots, thre"e left,
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Baseballers Play Season Opener

By John Griego
~
The UNM baseball team, under
0 " first-year coach Vince Cappelli, will
.o
.o officially open the 1977 baseball
>-l season this afternoon when they
.Q take on the University of Utah in a
double header beginning at one
o'clock
at Albuquerque Sports
0
.~ Stadium.
l:i Cappelli, the firery ex-coach of
:;a the Albuquerque Dukes, promises
~ that the Lobo team "will hit and
z .run·, steal bases and take the extra
0 base whenever possible. We'll be a
-; running club."
&o The Lobos will have 17 lettermen
P.. returning from last year's team that·
compiled an overall record of 28-

;§

logged a 4-3 record last year with a
2.78ERA.
The batting order for the first
game will have right-handed hitting
Aaron Cain leading off and playing
center field. Batting second will be
former Sandia prep star Kyle
Rutledge at shortstop, left fielder
Steve Muccio and catcher Bob
Bartell cleaning up. First baseman
Walt Arnold will bat fifth and
depending 'on whether the Redskins
start a right or left-handed pitcher.
. Randy Rim!! or Mike Delmonico
will be in right field. Team captain
and second baseman Art DeLao
will bat seventh and either Mike
Brown or Jan South will start at
24.
third base and hit eighth. The
Pitching the opening game of design'ated hitter will be Rob
today's. double doubleheader will Hoover.
be senior Dave Ruybalid who
Cappelli said that he would go
posted a 2-2 won-lost record with a with two different lineups in each
5.02 ERA last year. Toeing the game and added, "I honestly feel
mound in the second half of the that we can put anybody in the
twinbill will be Jack Wilson who lineup and they'll be compatible."
He also said that every · player
would be given the chance to play
during the course of the season,
Defensively Cappelli feels that
the Lobo nine will be formidable
but that the third base position is
still up for grabs between
sophomore Mike Brown, senior Jan
South and junior John Konitzer.
This season the Lobos will be
exceptionally strong up the middle
and could possess the Western
Athletic Conference's best double
play combination in DeLao and
Rutledge, whom Cappelli likened to
one of his former stars, second
baseman Vic Ambrose at the
University of Albuquerque.
The pitching staff appears to be
in good shape with five returning
hurlers from last year's squad:
Former major league pitcher Larry

JTAI.t.IAN

~RTSO

The Lobos, who in years past
have failed to draw a large
following, will definitely be an
exciting team to watch and with
some breaks could make a serious
run at the WAC title, 'dominated in
recent years by Arizona and
Arizona State. In an attempt to lure
more fans out to the home games
Cappelli has initiated a ticker stub
drawing that will allow the fans to
win gift certificates to local stores
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Sale
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FEBRUARY ONLY

at the Hi-FI House
All current models (not closeouts)

Ill
Ill
0·

c:

~

3011 Monte Vista NE • 255-1694

~

Just &asl of Central

~DS

&

Girard, near UNM

FINANCING AVAILABLE

FOR OVER 26 YEARS

Rales: 15. cenls pet wotd pet do.y, one dollo.t minimum.
hard .case, 4,50, Call345-2847 or 265-5945, ask for
vett/semenls tun five 01 mote consecutive do.ys with no cn,o.nges,ll SteveMehzcr. 3/l
nine cents pet wold pet do.,y (no 1efunds If co.ncelled befote five ln- '69 BUICK ELECTRA 225: ex,eellent condition,
Every 'factory option Inc, AM-FM stereo, , New
settfons). Classified. o.dvettlsements must be po.ld In o.dvo.nce.
mdials, Schultz Buick maintenance, $1,250.00, 298ffio.uon Hq.JI· Room 105 ot b,y mo.ll to:.Ciasslfle'd Advertising, UNffi 784). J/1
Box 20, Alb11querque, Nm 87131.

CONTACTS?? CASEY oPTICAL Comp6rly, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIORATION, ~.D. photos·. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

GRADUATE'

Photo by Phy·m, 1<"'1'""'

D<Jvid Martinez gets a hit for the Lobos.
and restaurants. There will also be a
grand prize at the end of the season,
giving two fans season tickets for
Lobo football and basketball
games ..
In all,. Cappelli is very optimistic
for the future of baseball not only
at UNM but also statewide. In his
effort to increase the following of
Lobo baseball Cappelli has also

''
I

i :

Planting your money In a hole won't make it grow ... but WE
know how to make your savings take root and prosper! Your
money burgeons in one of our high interest bearing savings
accounts with annual yields we think will please and astonish
you. We ~an even do your transactions for you in an Automatic
Savings Plan. Take the first step todayl Come In to discuss the
best plan for your mon<ey!

security
Central at Girard
2828 Central SE
268-3361
'··

'

'·

cJ~tail
savings
• \Oioill A$10(1.\110H>_,..._ _. .

"I'm real high on the future of
baseball here. I think that in the
long run we'll be contenders in the
WAC," said the congenial Cappelli.

and Peter Butler in the three-mile.
Track Meet. He ran 2:06.4 in the
Lobos that have :ilready qualified 1000. Lobo coaches Hugh Hackett
for the indoor championships are and Silverberg said Kipkurgat's
Lionel Ortega in the three-mile, new record is probably the second
Solomon in the 440 and Sammy or tbird best time in the nation.
Kipkurgat in the 1000 and 880-yard
Other teams in this weekend's
runs.
Kipkurgat, competing in Los meet include, the University of
Angeles, Calif., last weekend broke Texas-El Paso, Idaho State, Idaho,
his own WAC record he set in the Utah, and Colorado State
last Jaycee Indoor Invitational University.

Second.Ranked LSU
Stands in Lobo Path

The UNM men's gymnastics taste defeat in dual meet comteam will travel to Bayou country petition.
Lobo Coach Rusty Mitchell said
today where they will go up against
The New '· ·-· ·.
,.';
the
nation's
second-ranked that LSU is averaging about 214 to
: ··Lucky's
gymnastics team, Louisiana State · 215 points per meet. He said that he
~$1..00 off ~ny l~J:g~~}~. University, in Baton Rouge, La.
anticipates a good individual
. or medium Piz~a·"(Jr ;:
The Lobes, who seem to be matchup between the Lobo's Steve
' · L~sagna pi,._rcJia$~;/~: reaching their peak, will battle LSU Ortiz and LSU's Mike Godawa in
fl'DD pres_elli this, c~t.ipQjti< in its own gym beginning at 7:30 the all-around competition. Ortiz
. ~51$ Cen.trap\IE~:2Si>•!!953•;: p.m., a gym' where
to just recorded his highest score in
the all-around last week when he
posted a 54.4.
•
MexicQ'a IDQSI famous nam., Is Alllerica'smQII
•
Missing from the Lobo lineup
will be team captain Doug Day who
is still nursing a badly bruised
shoulder. However, Mitchell added
that Day should be ready for next
week's season ending meet.
This year's Lobo squad faces the
dismal distinction of becoming the
first Mitchell coached UNM
gymnastics team to finish a season
with a sub .500 winning percentage.
The Lobos are currently 3-5 with
only two meets left to gp. The first
is tonight's and the season finale
will be against the lOth-ranked
Arizona
State Sun Devils who have
.·
already beaten the Lobos once this
year.
•
When asked about that
possibility Mitchell said, "we feel
that it doesn't matter whether we
win or lose but how well we prepare
l~iue German Sausage & Col(l Cuts -It,etail
for the Western Athletic
ourselves
ttlake yon•• own qnielo: 111cal
·
Conference
chempionships to be
witt. o••r delicicn~s
held at the UNM Arena March 1719."
linoliwtu•st
Mitchell also added that · he
Bt•at1>V11I"st
expects the Lobos to in the conference championship. "When I
Vienna Sausage
started the year we had one thing as
Polish Sausage
our goal a!ld that was to wirt the
WAC. Our whole goal was for
everybody to peak and be ready for
:!SOO Indian School Rd "\'I~
the WAC," he concluded.

Poncho Villa tequila

There's an Easier, Safer Way.

returned to the original school
colors of cherry and silver and has
replaced the "Lobes" lettering on
the uniforms with "New Mexico".

Six to Run in Idaho

WANTICI::I

{-2

•

'74 DATSUN 260Z: 4-speed, excellent. condition,
298-4015, after6. 312

Person~ls

Pizz.a.,/\

II

Classifieds

ASSISTANTS

AND

293-6372/299-1191,

2125

MICHAEL, . HAPPY BIRTHDAY .. Love you,
Michelle. 2/25
MJ9HELLE, HAPPY 111RTHDA Y, too. Love you,
too. Michael, 2125
SASHA-mcet me half-way. 1 care. Love,
Mike. 2/25
$100.00 REWARD for return of white styrofoam leechest containing film. No questions asked. 265-

J/J

MARIETTE, HAPPY BIRTHDAY. I can hardly
walt to sec you. Love from your favorite sister .. 2125
UP AGAINST THE WALL'? Christians who dalm
answers arc willing to share them with you. Wednesdays and Fridays, 7-9 p.m. Sr. Paul's-Univcrsity
Chapel, 2920 Campus Blvd. N.E. 2125

Lost & Found
LOST In Union: Argus posters. Reward, call 8811148. 2125
FOUND: SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR. Call 8770910 and claim. 2125
LOST: FEMALE CALICO CAT, Reward, 24)4852, 2125
LOST: LADIES BI-FOCALS in gold-flecked plastic
case. Reward. M. Huntsman, 277-6305. 2/28
LOST: LEATHER COAT WI contflciS in pocket in
Blo. 139 on 2/23. Return either. Reward offered, 265-

2842, 842·1099. 2/25

Services ..
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now, Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842..5200. tfn
CUSTOM SEWINO: Fashion or domestic. Done
with sklll and !magi nation. 898·5977. 3/11
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Colo.r TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers. auto. radios. Install burglar alarms. IOOJo
discount for studcnls with ID's. Quick service, Used
TV's for sale. 3/1 I
TYPING, 1STQUALITY,883-7787. 4/6
nJTORING: SPANISH 101, 102, F:rench. IOI.
$3.50/hr., mY house. Joy,299-3530. 2/25
EXPERTTYPJNG:266-4567. 2/28
TYPINO, EDITING. Call Kim, 266-9037. 3/4
PAINTING: INTERIOR/EXTERIOR. Free
estimates, call after 5 p,m., 898·0810. 3/1
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH, Selectric, on-campus.

296·8564. ' 313!
VOLVO MECHANIC: good work guaranteed. Mike,

247-9083.

1961 CHEVY CARRYALL-runs well-needs paint·
$450.00. 265-7017 .. .,:2::;1Z~8_ _ _ _ _ _ __

J/2

PRIDE MOTORS offers expert repair of most imports including Audi, BMC, BMW, Datsun, Fiat,
Mercedes, Porsche, Subaru, Toyota, Volvo and VW.
One-day service on most work. Call lis at 256-1763
ror free Csliniales, 3/2

1974 FIAT SPIDER CONY. I owner, 19,000 miles,
AM/FM, excellent condicion. $3300.00, 292-1100,
.
298-3356, '2/25
SONY CASSETTE DECK #TCI 18-SD. Used only
eight i)ours, Can cot meet payments. Bougltt $175,00,
selling $125.00, Ruth (days), 277-2646. 2/25

collegiate camouword

UN-

DERGRADUATE ADVISORS: Residence hall Staff
applicants being sought. Earn room, board, monthly
stipend. Graduate students also receive tuition
waiver. Apply: Associate Dean of Students Office, La
Posada Hall, Deadline: March 4, 1977. 21~5
NAVAJO [NDIANS NEEDED to don<fie small
amount of blood for research project. Receive $5,00,
277-2442. 2128
LAST CHANCEl Spring '77 textbooks will be
returned to publisher~ beginning March 7. UNM
Bookstore. 3/4
PROGRESSIVE/ROCK GROUP needs lead vocalist
replacement with instrumental abilities, preferably
keyboard. Jim: 247-9177. 2125
'ROBBIE, D'ITALIA, duo annos, write me Gen.
Dcliv., Main 'p,Q,, 87125 A.S:A.P. Con amorc,
Susannah Page, 3/2
·
LIZA FINLEY, call Judy by Friday, 266-7182, 2/25
RICH, FELIZ CUMPLEANOS... manana te quicro
mueho. Jan. 2/25
SUNDAY'S THE DAY!! Student Union Basement
Games Club Putt·putt Tournamentll Noon!l On San
Mateo north of Montgomery!! Further Information:

2397.

By Carol Pavletich
Six UNM" thinclads go on the
road this weekend to compete in a
six-team indoor meet in Pocatello,
Idaho.
UNM coach Bill Silverberg said,
"We're going .up for our kids to try
to qualify for the NCAA."
Silverberg explained that most of
the teams competing in the Idaho
meet were going mainly to get
qualifying times or distances
required to enter the NCAA
championships in March. He said,
"It's not really a team scoring
meet, but more of an invitational."
The Lobos looking for qualifying
times are Mike Solomon, Charles
Dramiga and Jeremiah Onagwae in
the 600-yard run, Mark Romero
and Jay Quade in the 1000-yard run

DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner, New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7.37 a
month. 255~7534, 3/7

MARTIN D-18: 14 yrs. old, beautiful sound, with

Jaster has helped coach the team
. along with Cappelli's son Pete.
"We have a pretty good pitching
staff. I think they have the ability to
compete with the best but, pitching
is 95 per cent of the game and if
they come around we could be a
real solid team," said Cappelli.
The team has set no specific goals
for this season, but, ·as Cappelli
said, "We'll take them one game at
a time.''
Jaster, who had a good career
with the St. Louis Cardinal's in the
National League before arm
trouble shortened his career, has
been a big factor in the progress of
the pitching staff, Cappelli said.
"Anytime you get somebody
with a professional background, it
is bound to rub off on the younger
players. It makes it very important
anytime you' get someone who
knows the ins and outs of the game
and I think Larry has definitely
helped," said the veteran Cappelli.

o)SUB
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$200.00. 28 1-387). 3/2
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REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive turntable. Al~o S11nsui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. Assume payments of $7.87 a month. For
information call 255-7535, 3/7
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine, 255-7,534, 3/7
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume mmncnts, $7.00 per monjh, New
guarantee. 25S-7535. 317

NIKON f2, $250,00. Coli 243·0711.

J/3

RALEIGH 3·SPEED, brand new, $75,00. Cal) 243·
071 I. 3/3
1969 AUSTIN AMgRICA: super MPG, on.Jy
$350.00,881-3932 •. 3/3
SUZUKI 250: great for street & dirt, '71. .$350,00,
Jeff, 277-4171 , (negotiate). 3/3
1975 !tlTON CHEVY VAN: 3-speed, FM stereo, 8·
track, power steering, hitcli,36,000 mi. Call 268-2100,
now. 3/3

For Rent
FUNKY STUDIO APARTMENTS. $90.00. 7218
Central S.E. Call for info. 255-9896. 3/l
ONE BLOCK TO UNM: furnished one-bedroom
apartments, $1 SO.OO to $180,00, Adults, no pets. 255.
2685. 2/25
ROOMMATE WANTED. Quiet non-smoker to
share 2-bcdroorn apartment. Call Russ at 266-1304 or

898-3009.

SUMMER JOBS: CIMARRONCITA Ranch Camp
for Boys, Ute Park, N.M. Counselors to be in·
slructor~ jn Arts & Crafts and ~iflery, June 18August 9. Information: Richard Yolk, 268·
7364/Brad Cunningham, 255-8300. 2/25
_
PART-TIME FRY COOK, Must be available
evenings & ·weekelld5, Approx. 25 hours per week.
Apply. in person, University Dalr)' Queen, '2300
Central S.E. 2125
ROOM & BOARD in .('Kchangc for babysitting
(days), light housekeeping, Small salary, Call 2'5·
0606, after 3:30p.m. 2128
NATIONAL COMPANY estAblishing representatives. Low l!lv~~tmcnt, high return 1 investment
secured, Have fun ... makc money, Cnll 9·12 noon,
265-2711, 3/1
NEED FIVE PEOPLE: part-Lime, $100.00 weekly,
Cr;,JJ881-4585, 1-3 p.m. only. 2/25
ROOM, BOARD, STIPEND in exchange for part·
time child care and housekeeping. Private room 2
blocks from campus. Call Mr. Fine, 3:~5·8501 days,
243-4242 eves. ~/2
TYPESEITER FOR UNM Student Publicotlon~.
Must be student or student spo\lsc, Typing required,
training available. Applr in per~on, Marron Hall, rm.
131,9:30-12:30, tfn
GUARANTEED $400,00/mo. EKcellcm oprortunity
for hard-working college student. National flrm now
hiring in Alb. Cal! 294-2064, Friday, 2·l p.m. 2/25
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345·704), J/1
SUPER PRIVATE ROOM & board ncar UNM in
.Call
3/1.
I
campus.
$89.00/mo. Your room has fireplace, 256-7285,2772907. 3/3
RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED to room with 2
othe.rs in large 4-bcdroom house on N.E. Montclaire.
$83.50 & utilities. Cal/883-4305. 3/3

Employment
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay,
Call: Phil Franc!rk, c;.L,I). 292-2830. 3/8

Open Under
New Management·

Star Barber
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Lobo
Daily Rag
SUB
Registration
KUNM
Sigma Chi
Duffey Ingrassia
Duck Pond
La I?osada

:;:
~

'NON-SMOKER, SHARE furnished Valley house
wlth 2 women. Own room, $67.00. Jody, 277-4015,

N

Hokona
Popejoy
The Pit
Spud Davis
ASUNM
Berthold
Four Point 0
Dorms

n

883-2560. 2/25

I

A

Z

NEED MONEY7 Business of vour own, •can help.
Free training. 294-6863,8-10 p.m. 2125
WANT TO RENT or buy Bioehcmlslry by Stryor.

0

0

;:;::
rro
t1

-Any Type Hair Cut
(Free Hair Analysis)
Walk in or Appointment

255-0571
3007 Monte Vista NE

FISH RANCH
Offer Good
Thru Feb. 28

Blushing Angels • 2/1.00
2 Inch Oscars ••.•• 2.99
Clown Knife •••.•. 6.99
Black Mollies .•• 3/1.00

Open
Sundayr;;

-

Med. Silver Vail ..•. 79•
Newts ••••.•••••.• 99•
Wingitte •.•.•.•••• 97•
Feeder Goldfish 14/1.00

1425-B San Mateo NE

266-9778

Put the sun to work;
It's been lazy too long!

United Campus Ministry

Mexican Food-Specializing In Burritos

A irogressive Christian Fellowship To Give You New Power

Open 7 Days
11 am- 8 pm
Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Sertice
14ts· Central Ave. NE
242-0921

5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup 'N Scripture
6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing
Personal Counseling Always Available .

t

At The United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas N.E., 247-0497
. Posilive,]oyful, and Cl11istian

t
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For S~le
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QUALITY + PRICE ·- VALUE.

or

NEW S,HIPMENT
150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessodcs. Some used bicycles, R.C.
Hal)ett 1s, 84.3-9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's; $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987, 3/24

GOLD

GSA
Constitution
Elections

\~I'ORTED F'ROt.,
MJ.::'XICC.-,

SILVER

Wed. March 2
Polling Places:
Law School

Chemistry Complex
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Sun· Power Starts Poppin'
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"By Rachel Dixon
A solar energy-powered popcorn popper and a windmill made of huge
oil drums are two projects on exhibit at the ,Open House in the UNM
College of Engineering .
· The oil-drum windmill was built by Brian Muirhead, with the help of
Dr. Job Ebenezer, a mechanical engineering professor.
Ebenezer calls it a "vertical-axis windmill," because the wind pushes the
oil drums around the one axis they are connected to. Unlike the standard
.propeller windmills, the design doesn't have to be oriented to the direction
_
·
the wind is blowing,
A device to help handicapped people in wheelchairs open doors is also ·
on exhibit. It has been
designed by Victor Najjar a mechanical
~
engmeenng student.
.
·
The device is attached to the side of a wheelchair and consists of a meta!'
arm to catch the door handle, a metal foot to open the door wider and a
ski-like bar on the side of the wheelchair to ease the passage thr~1,1gh a
door.
The project is being financed by the United Methodist church for
possible irrigation purposes in Indian reservations and countries lik~ In.,.
. dia, Africa, and South America, Ebenezer said.
·
Dan. Summers has de~eloped a pain-reducing device that anesthetizes
the sk1q an.d leaves the muscle .tissue unaffected. Summers has been
working on the project for four years and is in the process of patenting it
at the open house.
"The needle will _be able to eliminate 80 per cent of the pain to give
shots, spinal taps, muscle probes, and intravenous feedings," Summers
said.
·
The room where cobalt 60 is being held under 12 feet of water is being
shqwn on the tour through the nuclear engineering radiation room during
thy open house.
At least six solar energy projects will be exhibited under the category of
"Alternate Energy Resources," said Robert West, student president of the
Engineers Joint Council.
This pain-reducing device
Open House begins today, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., and continues Saturanesth~sizes the skin with· day, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. It is sponsored by the student chapter of the
out affecting
the muscles.
Engineers Joint c;ouncil of UNM.
·
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U. Senate
Film Deficit

i\

The new solar corn pop-o-matic could become Ron-

co's a·nswer for next Christmas.

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color..
A vision of the. world, 10 million years
in the future, where Wizards rule the
earth. And the powers of magic prevail
over .the forces of technology in the
fin~l battle for world supremacy.

Di~cusses
.
By D~niel Crain
With 1977-78 budget hearings
just around the corner, Wed.nes.day's ASUNM Senate meeting
was characterized by disputes over
financing and ASUNM fiscal-law.
Treasurer Mike Bush's report on
projected revenue from the activity
fee opened debate on the most
controversial budget issue now
before the student government:•
how to handle the $21,000 in
deficits incurred by Film and
Speakers committees during the
past two years.
Bush said that the New Mexico
Union (NMU) business office
projects $351,000 in total revenue
from the $14 activity fee. From this
amount, Bush said, the $21,000
deficit should be subtracted before
figuring the amount actually
available for appropriations. Sen.
David Rupp objected, saying the
deficit should be paid out of the 10
per cent reserve fund which senate
is· required to hold off the spring
budget referendum. A motion
passed to invite Mike Roeder from
the NMU business office to the next
meeting to speak on the matter:
In another, potentially explosive
budget issue, the creation of a new
salaried position in. the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs
(ORCA) was discussed.
Sen. ·Rupp voiced strong opposition to such a move, then went
on to suggest that the operations of
New Mexico · PIRG, whioh has
requested $49,320 from A$UNM,
be absorbed by ORCA. Consolidating the two groups' budgets,
Rtipp said, would save a great deal
of money:
Debate on the bill to create the
'new ORCA position was postponed
until next week, when members of
both groups are expected to be
present.
Another issue addressed by Sen.
Rupp was the payment of salaries
to Film Committee. members.
Committee members are being paid
$1b0 per month illegal1y, Rupp
said. The money comes from SUB
Theatre ticket sales, he said. Since
no law exists to provide for the
salaries, Rupp said, the business
office must stop making such
payments. Three weeks ago, the
senate informally gave film
chairman Tom Heady its okay on
the$100 payments.
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20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

"

A RALPH BAKSHI fiLM
Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH B~KSHI
Music Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING ·
Produced. by Ba.kshi Productions, Inc.
.
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Color by De Luxee
IC!l977 Twentieth Century·Fox
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